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The Inside Story of Resonance

You Carry it Around u)ith
You' itt, Your Watch

By HORA,CE V. S. TAYLOR

first spinning a half turn or so to the
lef t and then the same distance to the
right. It keeps this up hour after hour
until the main spring, which furnishes
the energy, has run down.
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FiS. 1. If it Were Not for Resonance
Your Watch Would Stop

What Makes a \Match Go

Atta,ched to the shaf t of the balanee
wheel is a fine hair spring. This by the
\ .ay is the most expensive steel in the
world as a pound of hair springs is worth
thousand.s ,of dollars. This spring re-
turns the balanee wheel to the eenter
position af ter it has swung away in
either direction. The eseapement pushes
the balanee wheel slightly in one diree-
tion or the other and it in turn is os-

cillated by the eseape wheel whose
teeth bear frst against one prong and
then against the other.

All this may be seen provided your
watch has run down enough so that
the motion' is not too great to escape
your eye. In other words, when the
main spring is wound up tight the bal-
ance wheel spins baek and forth through
a large are, while when it is nearly run
down the amount of oseillation is slight.

An interesting experiment may be

performed with a, watch which has had

the balance wheel rernoved. lVe do

not advise yolr to tty it with your own
time piece, but you can take our word
for it that it is true. After the balance

wheel has been taken away, get a tooth
pick and wiggle the eseapernent lever
or pallet back and. f orth slightly. You

rn'ill noti,ce that the mechanism of the
watch tries to push your tooth pick
first one side and then the other. Ths

amount of pressure, however, is vertr
slight indeed.*so small that you can

hardly feel it. Now replace the balance

wheel with its hair spring. Push the
wheel around. by pressing against the
iittle pin which keeps meshing with the
pallet. Do not push against the outside
or rim of the b,alance, &s this would
not be f air. The pallet can not touch
the rim, but pushes only on the eseape-

ment pin.

Where Does It Get Its Strength?

When you turn the balance wheel
baek and forth by pressing slowly on

the pin you will find that it requires
quite a, fair ,amount of push t'o make it
turn half way round. Ae fl, matter of
f.aeL this pressure will be 20 or 30 times
as great as that given out by the es-

capement, and yet in the regular run-
ning of the wateh this same escapement
is able to gtn* the big motion. How
ean you aeeount for it ?

To get at this prineiple let us use

the swing analogy which was diseussed
in these columns ,fl, month a,go. Fig. 2

\Af HY is your watch like a rad.io set?
u u This looks like a conumdrum, but

there is a, real answer to it as this arti-
cie will explain. The same princi,ple that
makes your wateh keep time is what
lets you pick up New York, or Chic&go,

or San tr'rancisco.

The name of this principle is ,a word
which you of ten hear these days in
radio magazines-resonance. It is 'a

nine letter word" meaning to keep time.
We all like to keep time. When the
music plays and. we march down the
street or in the d.ance hall we keep in
step with the music we are doing exactly
the same thing a violin string does when
it hears the right note played.

Singing Into a Bottle
In such a case the string will start to

vibrate. If we have a musical instru-
ment and it is tuned to a certain note
it likes to hear that note played. and
responds to it just as our f eet respond
to 'a, lively piece of jazz. fn the same
way if you take ,&n empty bottle and
blow aeross the neck ,of it with your
breath, it will give out a hollow sound
at a certain deflnite note. This note
is the one at, which the bottle happens
to resonate. If you sing the particrrlar
tone to which the bottle is tuned. it
will amplify this sound tremendously,
but if you sing any other note the
bottle acts entirely dead.

The way this prineip,le is applied in
your own pocket is shown in Fig. 1.

If you have ever had the back off your
watch you will reeognize the balanee
wheel which oseillates back and f orth
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shows a boy swinging back and forth
with a motion similar to the bal'ance

wheel of the watch. The escaPement
is replaced by the chap on the ground
who gives the swinging one an o'cca-

sional push. He presses on his baek

with a force of perhaps five pound.s. As

a, result of this push repeated just at
the right time the swing oscillates
higher and higher until it reaehes the
position shown by dotteitl lines. After
& while it stops going any higher but
continues to vibrate back and f orth as

long as it reeeives these regular im-
pulses of five pounds.

Making Five Pountls Act Like SixtY

Instead of working uP the swing in
the manner just d.escribed, what would
havo been the result if the 'b,oy ,orr the
ground, had. wished. to make the swing
oecupy the position of the d.otted line by

Fig. 2. Illustrating Team Work of

Two Members

a, singlo motion. He would have had to
push the swing from the straight down
position with a" very considerable force,

probabty 60 or 80 lbs. This is just like
the experiment described. ab'ove, wher'e

we push the ,balance wheel around' in a

single motion with our toothpick. And"

in eaeh case we find that bY working
the vibra,tion up with a good many

rlilf erent small pushes rve can get as

great a deflection ras we could bY a

single push twenty or thirty times as

big.

fn this case it is easy to see why
sueh a, result is obtained. When a

single push is given to the swing the

for,co of gravity causes the latter to try
to return to the lo'west pos,ition and. we

must overcome this f oreo of gravity
which is getting stronger and stronger

all the time owing to the fact that the

boy is swinging farther and f arther
away from the zero position. The same

thing applies to the balanee wheel of the

watch except in that case it is not grav-

ity but the hair spring which returns
the wheel. The f arther it is turned'

from the zero position the m.ore the hair
s,pring is wound up and. so, of course'

the stifrer it gets.

Wastetl in Friction

When w.e remove the p'ressure whieh
was holding the swing out then the same

f orco which opposed us now returns
the boy down to the starting Point.
But unless he sud.denly runs into some-

thing he will not st,op but will swing up
in the oppo'site direction for quite a dis-
tance. He can never travel higher on

the return stroke than he went on the
f orward. one. fndeed he 'can not quite
reaeh the same height sinee some of the
energy which the pusher gave him has

been lost in overcoming friction.
This friction is of two sorts. One is

that of either ,bending the rope or mak-
irg it slide around. on the hooks or the

tree limb and the other is 'the friction
through the air. By using ball bearing

hooks instead. of letting the rope rub
around the tree limb we can red.uee the

first source ,of friction and this will
allow the swing to eontinue its oseillation
for a longer time after it gets no more
impulses. Naturally, this friction can

not be red.ueed to absolut e zero'.

Clocks Don't Need to Breathe
' If the boy could b,e persuaded to swing

back and forth in & vasuum (which

would be bad. for his health) we would
also find that the absence of air losses

would. also allow a longer motion before
coming to rest. This can be Proved

l 
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I fy allowing. a pendulum to swing in a
t-
I glass ja" in the la,b,oratory. By ex-

I hausting the air out of the jat it is

I fourrd that the motion does not die out

I *o fast. That is the reason why as-

tronomical clocks, which are used to
keep the most aecurate time in the

world, usually are sealed, into an air
tight ease and. a vaeuumi maintained.
inside for the pendulum to swing in.

When the chap on the ground wants
to work up a, big amount of oseillation
he will give a push to the other fellory
when he gets to the right plaee and" keep

repeating this over and over again. In

this way the swing goes higher and

higher because he does not use his own

strength only, in making the other fel-
low move but depends on the f orce of

gravity to help him out. So in the
wat,ch the pallet is able to push with
perhaps l-50th of an ounce. This is
not enough to make the balance wheel

move any real distance. Ilowever, by
adding on the return stroke which is
given by the hair spring the comb'ina-

tion of the two is big enough to make

the wheel turn almost a whole revolu-
tion.

Where Team lVork Counts

Notice that the whole idea of this
action depends on the proper timing c'f

.the impulses. If these are given in a

haphazard way theY will not work uP

any rea,l oscillation. The rearson i's that
sometimes the pushes will help out the

DRyC EtL

Fig. 3. Why Resonance SeParates

Two Stations

forces of gravity and at' that instant
the oscillations w,ill be increased. A
littte later as the impulses happen to
get out of step they will oppose the out-
sid.e f orce and in that case they will
d.iminish. To get up a big vibration it
is necessary to have team work between

the two sets of forees.

To get this team work and bring the

two into "synehronism" as it is called,

you can easily see that we may vary
the timing of the swing to meet the

pusher or of the Pusher to meet the

swing.
To do the fir-st of these let us as-

surne that the boy on the ground. takes

out his watch and. deeid.es to push the
other one once every 4 seconds. As the

seeond. hand. on his watch reads, 4, 8, L2,

16, ete., seconds, he will give a push no

matter what position it is in. Then

to get the proper timing let us vary

I
I
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the length of the swing rope by attaeh-
ing it to a higher or lower limb. The
longer we make the rope the slower will
be the vib,ration and to increase the
speed or frequency, we must shorten
the rope. If we get it just the right
length (which will bo about 15 feet, for
this ,speed.), then the swing will have
its natural time or period of vibration
to correspond with that of the impulses
and the oscillations will be large.

Picking Up Atlantic City
This is what we do in a radio set. We

wish to pick up a station like WPG,
Atlantic City, which has a frequency of
one milliou swings per second (300

meters). I'f we vary the length of the
wire in the set (which,corresponds to
the length of the rope ) we can speed up
or slow down its natural period. Of
course, a similar result ean be ob'tained

by adjusting a, tuning cond.enser. The

point is that we must make the radio
set utaaut to osci'llate back and forth at'

just the frequency at rvhich WPG is

pushing-in the same way that we altered
the swing so that it wanted to vibrate at
the exact speed the boy was pushing.
When either of these actions occurs the
m,otion becomes large. We 'can saa 'this

motion in one case while in the radio
we oan he'ar it.

The simplest way of illustrating this
aetion in radio is shown in Fig. 3. Here
we have a coil in series with the aerial
and ground. This coil is adjustable for
turns by a tap switeh. It is tuned by
a I I -plate cond.enser. The crystal de-

tector rectifles the rad.io waves or re-

'duoes them, to aud io frequen,cy, aft'er

which they run through the phones.

This hook-up can be operated on a, loud
lo,eal station even if the condenser is

disconnected, but by being able to tune
it much better results will be had.

Crystal Set Like Swing

iSuppose you are using it and wish to
bring in a, certain station. Its wave

will vibrate at ,r1, certain speed. or fr'e-

quency. By adjusting the ,circuit (vary-
iog the capaeity of the cond enser ) so

that the set naturally vibrates at the
speed of the station you wish to pick
up, you will get the two pulling together
in team work just as our two f ellows
did in Fig. 2.

The other w&y of accomplishing this
tearrr work as has alre,ady been men-

tioned is to vary the timing of the
pushes. That is much easier to do when

we have a swing, as illustrated. It a,e-

complishes the results just as well, but,
of course, that scheme can not be used

in radio receiving sets since the pushes

are the radio waves 'coming in and their
frequency has already been fixed by the
time they reaeh our aerial.

Ifowever, the broadeast station uses

this latter method of adjustment. The

Department of Commerce, at Washing-
ton, assigns the various wave lengths
and" says to :Station WP'G, "You must
radiate energy at the exact speed of one

million oscillations per second (one

thousand i.e. ) ," so the engineer on the
job varies the lengths of his wire (or

else his condenser) so that a wave meter
d esigned to me,asure this freqgency,
points to 1,00'0 kc.

Dast{ Dor Do?

Fig. 4, Smooth Modulation of Code

Letter 3(D"

. Increasing Twenty Times

One other question naturally comes to
mind,. That is, just how much more of
a s,wing can we expect in a case of proper
timing (resonanee ) than we get with a

single push of the same strength ? You
will notiee that in this article we have

mentionecl that with a swing it may be

20 or 30 times as great. Why would
this vary ? The answer may be f ound

in the amount of resistance of ]osses

which the motion has to overcome.

You 'ca'n ,easily see that the energy

lost in friction depends on the amount of
the motion. Thus when the swing first
started the rope slipped" only a" Iittle
on the limb and. the air currents stirred
up by the clothing of the boy were also

'small. When he had worked up con-

siderablo speed the ropo slipped quite a

lot more on the limb and the f anning
action through the air was very much

greater. Both these losses represented

a certain defi"nite amount of energy
wasted. By "wasted." it is meant that
it did no good in making the swing run
higher. Where did this wasted energy
come from ? Its only source was the
arm of the boy who alid the Pushing.

We are now ab,le to see what the law
of this motion is. ,Suppose we repre-
sent the energy by figures eorrespond-

ittg to the force which the pusher uses

as he set's the oscillation going. That
is, we have an energy of '5. The boy
on the ground. continues to give this
same energy ,of 5, timing it accurately
at the proper instant. When he flrst
begins to pu,sh gravity does not help
him at, all in returning and so the first
deflection from the zero point is quite
small. For that reason the losses are

very small. That is why I Pound. of

energy goes to supply the losses and

the rbalance, 4 pounds, 's,,1g used. in,speed-

ing up or accelerating the motion of the
swing.

To be exact, energy should not be

measured in pound. units. But we will
call it that as 'b,eing ,an easy way to un-
derstand. the reasonittg. On the next
swing, since gravity is now helping, the
amount or amplitud.e of the vibration
wilt be considerably more, and this time
2 pounds will be used up in slipping the
ropo on the limb and f anning the air.
That leaves 3 of the original 5 for still
further increasing the swing's motion.

When It Stops C'limbing
Of course this 3 pound s of energy

make the swing go still higher, which
stitt further increases the losses. This
action continues on and on, until pretty
socn thc vibration is so large that 4%

pouncls are used in overcoming the fric'
tion. Only I pound is then left for
further pic\-up. You can easily see that

'a"t this point the in.rease in further
motion is very sl,ow. In other words,

the swing has got up pretty nearly to
its highest point. It continues to crawl,
however, until the whole 5 pounds which
the pusher supplies are all used in over-

corning f riction. As there is nothing
elso lef t over, naturally the swing will
not receive any further increases. In-
stead, it will continue to oseillate with
this amplitude just as long as the pusher

keeps ,on su;pplying the five pounds of

energy.
From this we can state t}e law that

a vibration keeps increasing until the

energy used up in losses just balances

the amount supplied in exciting it. If
we want to get more vibration, then we

must increase the input of the pusher

or else must reduee the friction of the

vibration. ,Such a way of reducing the
swing friction is to oil the hooks or to
reduee the air pressure as has been ex-

Continued orl Page B
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Portrait of Pnpular Performer

Maria rOarreras, pianist of international f ame, who broadcast her first
radio recital through WJZ, Saturday evening, April I lth. Mme. Tetrazzini,
the opera star and a close friend of Maria Carreras, Iistened to this recital
in her home in f ar away ltaly.

NAOIO It,IAIL OROEN'SMASHED ru

which we left vibrating, in the next to
the last paragraph, it would immediately
cnt the los'ses at that hevi,ght to ,say three
pounds. This would liberate two f or
further increasing the rmotion, an'd. as

a result the ,boy woul.d 'once more go
higher and higher until the losses at the
new inereased rnotion again equatled the
input (5 pound s ) .

fn eonclusion, it is well to eall atten-
tion to the f act that although the
lueigh,t o'f the swing's vi'bration and the
uetrocity with whi,ch it moves through
the air keep increasing with greater ex-
citation, still, the speed, of o'soi,l,la,t,i,on,

is the samo whether it goes only a short
distance back and. forth or a long one.
In our illustration it takes 4 seconds
with the 15 -foot r,ope f or one vibration,
whether the amplitude is ,big or little.

Sets. M a il Orders on ly

This seems like a very strange fact,
but on it depends the accuracy of your
watch. If when it \ilas wound tight it
ran fast, and when half run down, the
seconds ticked off only half as f ast,
what use would it be as a timepiece.

And by the same law when your radio
set is tuned to 1000 ke., it keeps in step
with the wave of that frequeney, wheth-
er it is a faint one coming from ifru long
distance, or a, low ono f rom a local
station.

STATEMENT OT' TI{tr OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMEN'I, CI R C U IJ A T I O N,
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State of Rhode fsland, County of Provl-

clence, ss.
Before me, a Notary Public ln and for

the State and eounty aforesaid, person-
ally appeared John F . O'IIara, who, hav-
ing been duly sworn qccordlng to law,
deposes and say.s, th,at he is the owner
and publisher of the Radio Progress, and ,

that -the follorving is, to the best of his '

knowledge and belief , a true statement
of the ownership, management, etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by
the Act of Aup;ust 24, LgLz, embodied. in
section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this forrn" to
wit:

l-. That the names and addresses of
the publisher, editor, managing ed.itor,
and business managers are: Publisher,
John F. O'IIa,ra, Box 728, Providence,
R. I. ; ed.itor, I{orace V. S. Taylor, Box
728, Providence, B,. I.; business manag:er,
John f'. O'IIara, 8 Temple Street, Provi-
dence, R. I.

2. That the owner is: John F. O'Hara,
8 Templo Street, Providence, R. I.
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4. That the two parag:raphs next above,
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contain not only the list of stockholders
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the books of the company but also, in
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holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fidu-
ciary relation, the namo of the person
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acting, is given; also that the said two
paragraphs contain statements embrac-
ing affiant's full knowledge and belief
as to the circumstances and conditions
under which stockholders and, security
holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona flde owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
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has any interest direct or indirect in the
s.aid stock, bond,s, or other securittes
than as so sta,ted by him.

JOHN T''. O'}IAR,A.
Sworn to a,nd subscribed before me

this twenty-eighth day of March, 1925.
(Seal) E'LIZ.AB TI{ O'HARA,
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INSIDE STCRY OF RESONANCE
Continued from Fage 7

plained. The method" in a, radio set is
to use low loss condensers or other parts.

Getting Still More Height
Thus if we suddenly oiled the swing

Genuine R. C. A. Tubes ...$.2.60
Fros't Rheostat; Reg. $t.eS......$ .6b
Gertified Lo Loss Condensers...$ Z.As
$!"qq Crystal Sets ........ o......$ 1.gE
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$18.50 Westinghouse Charger
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$10.00 Brandes Tabte Tatker....$ 6.gs
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Prices s€ht on any Radio parts or
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